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Abstract. This paper is placed in the context of large scale distributed
programming, providing a programming model based on asynchronous
components. It focuses on the semantics of asynchronous invocations and
component synchronisation. Our model is precise enough to enable the
specification of a formal semantics. A variant of this model has been
implemented, together with tools for managing components.
This paper explains why we consider that our component model is effi-
cient and provides a convenient programming model. We show how fu-
tures play a major role for such asynchronous components, and provide a
reduction semantics for the component model. This reduction semantics
has been specified in the Isabelle theorem prover, and will be used to
prove properties on the component model and its implementations.
1 Introduction
Component models provide a structured programming paradigm, and ensure
a better re-usability of programs. Indeed application dependencies are defined
together with provided functionalities by the means of provided/required ports;
this improves the program specification and thus its re-usability. In distributed
systems, this takes even more importance as the structure of components can
also be used at runtime to discover services or adapt component behaviour.
Several effective distributed component models have been specified, developed,
and implemented in the last years [1, 2, 3, 4] ensuring different kinds of properties
to their users. To be able to prove such properties, one must rely on some well
defined semantics for the underlying programming language or middleware. This
paper provides such a background for a category of component models.
This work is a study of asynchrony in component models. We present here
a model for distributed components. This model is based on one key princi-
ple: Components are the unit of concurrency. More precisely, components only
communicate by sending requests or results for those requests. We say that this
model is asynchronous because requests can be treated in an asynchronous man-
ner thanks to the introduction of futures (place-holders for request results). In
order to prevent other communications or concurrency to occur, we require that
components do not share memory, which ensures that components really are the
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concurrency units. From a computational point of view, components are loosely
coupled: the only strong synchronisation consists in waiting for the result of a
request, and can be performed only when and where this result is really needed
thanks to the use of futures.
Such components can then provide a convenient abstraction for distribution:
each component can be placed on a different (virtual) machine. Indeed, the
abstractions suggested above imply that each memory location is only accessible
by one component, and thus it is easy to place each component on a different
independent location. This makes our component model adapted to distribution.
This component model is closely related to the Grid Component Model
(GCM). Indeed, this work can be considered as the GCM model, where com-
munication is chosen to be a request / reply mechanism with futures. ProAc-
tive/GCM is a reference implementation of the GCM. Our objective is to provide
a programming model more general than the one adopted in ProActive/GCM,
but more precise than the strict GCM definition. Indeed, GCM provides a struc-
tural description of components. From this definition, we precise component
composition and communication semantics; more precisely we define composite
component behaviour and an asynchronous communication mechanism using fu-
tures. ProActive/GCM can also be considered as a possible implementation of
our model where components are implemented as active objects. Our definition
of components being both precise and formalised, we expect it to be a strong
guide and a reliable basis for both component system implementation and formal
tools.
Our components are loosely coupled, with a data-flow oriented synchroni-
sation. While being a very convenient way of parallelising computations, loose
coupling can raise issues when one wants to synchronise the management of sev-
eral components. We will show in this paper some of the issues that can arise
for synchronising the management of components, and some possible solutions.
We first detail the component model we suggest and explain why we think
the proposed constructs are efficient (Section 2). After this introduction of our
major concepts, we offer a comparison by summarising the main component
models found in the literature (Section 3). Next, we introduce our formal model
of asynchronous components (Section 4), and we present several implementation
and component management issues (Section 5). Finally, we conclude this paper.
2 An Asynchronous Component Model
The GCM [4] is a component model defined by the European Network of Ex-
cellence CoreGrid. It extends the Fractal component model, by addressing Grid
computing: it supports deployment, scalability, autonomic behaviour, and asyn-
chronous communications. The GCM relies on the following aspects:
– Fractal as the basis for the component architecture: the main characteristics
GCM benefits from Fractal are its hierarchical structure, the enforcement of
separation between functional and non-functional concerns, its extensibility,
and the separation between interfaces and implementation.
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– Communication Semantics: GCM components should allow for any kind
of communication semantics (e.g., streaming, file transfer, event-based) ei-
ther synchronous or asynchronous. However, for dealing with latency, asyn-
chronous communication is preferred, and considered as the default.
– GCM supports collective communications – one-to-many, many-to-one, but
also many-to-many.
– GCM also comes with a support for autonomic aspects and better separation
of concerns (functional vs. non-functional).
In this section, we will first recall precisely the component structure of GCM
components; then we will refine this model to define the semantics of our asyn-
chronous components.
2.1 Component Structure
Let us start by the structure of the component model that is inherited from
Fractal [5]. GCM is a hierarchical and reflective component model. A GCM
component can be either composite (i.e. composed of subcomponents), or primi-
tive (a basic element encapsulating the business code). A component comprises a
content (providing the functional code) and a membrane (a container managing
non-functional operations).
The interfaces are the access points to components. The components have
client interfaces – emitting messages/invocations– and server interfaces – able
to receive messages/invocations. A binding connects a client interface to a server
interface (shown in Figure 2), with the implicit semantics that the message emit-
ted by the client will be received by the server interface. Each client interface
is bound to a single server interface. For composite components, if the interface
is exposed to subcomponents this is an internal interface. If, on the contrary,
the interface is exposed to other components this interface is an external inter-
face. All the external interfaces of a component as well as its internal interfaces
must have distinct names. Depending on its functionality, each interface is either
functional or non-functional. Each internal functional interface must have a cor-
responding external interface of the same name. The implicit semantics is that
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a call received on a server external (resp. internal) interface will be transmitted
– unchanged – to the corresponding internal (resp. external) client interface.
Among those notions, only non-functional client interfaces have been introduced
in GCM compared to Fractal. A GCM component architecture can be described
using an architecture description language (ADL).
A GCM component and its different parts are shown in Figure 1. Functional
interfaces are shown horizontally, and non-functional ones vertically. Client in-
terfaces are on the right (or bottom) and server on the left (or top). Note that
each external functional interface has a corresponding internal one, whereas non-
functional interfaces may not have any corresponding internal ones in case non-
functional requests are treated by the membrane. Figure 2 shows a component
assembly composed of two main components, the left one is a composite com-
posed of two primitives; the figure also illustrates all the kind of bindings that
can be encountered in a GCM component assembly.
Adaptation mechanisms are triggered by the control part of the components;
we call this part non-functional (NF). This NF part, named membrane, is com-
posed of controllers that implement NF concerns. The membrane is a set of (con-
troller) components that can be (re)configured. These controllers can manage
configurations and reconfigurations. Compared to Fractal, GCM gives a compo-
nent structure to the membrane; moreover in GCM controllers inside the mem-
brane can interact with the membranes of other components through bindings
between NF interfaces.
Interface cardinality The interface cardinality indicates how many bindings
can be made from or to this interface. We have three kinds of cardinalities:
singleton, collection, and collective. Collection interfaces were defined in Fractal
to let an interface be instantiated as many times as necessary. GCM defines
collective interfaces: multicast (one-to-many) and gathercast (many-to-one).
A multicast interface is a client interface that transforms a single invocation
into a list of invocations, forwarded in parallel to a set of connected interfaces.
The result of an invocation on a multicast interface is a list of results. Invocation
parameters can be distributed according to a distribution policy: for example,
broadcast sends the same parameter to each of the connected server interfaces;
and scatter strips the parameter so that the bound components work on different
data. Distribution policy can also be customized.
Symmetrically, a gathercast interface is a server interface that synchronises
a set of invocations toward the same destination. A gathercast interface coordi-
nates a set of incoming invocations before continuing the invocation flow, for-
warding a single invocation. This interface may define synchronisation barriers
and may gather incoming data.
Formalising collection and collective interfaces is outside the scope of this
paper and we will focus on singleton interfaces. Singleton cardinality is to our
mind sufficient to express the crucial points of asynchrony, and many-to-many
communications can be studied as an extension to this work.
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2.2 Informal Semantics
We focus now on the semantics of our component model; for this we make a
few additional assumptions compared to the GCM component model. First of
all, we start from the point of view presented in the introduction: “components
are the unit of concurrency” and components do not share memory. This way
interaction between components is limited to communication.
Communication The basic communication paradigm we consider is asyn-
chronous message sending: upon a communication the message is enqueued at
the receiver side in a queue. To prevent shared memory between components,
messages can only transmit parameters which are copied at the receiver side;
no object or component can be passed by reference.3 This communication se-
mantics is similar to requests in an active object model like ASP [6], but also
to communication in Actors [7], where messages are enqueued in the message
delivery system of the destination.
We call requests the messages that are transmitted between components, and
that can contain parameters also transmitted (copied) between components.
References to components cannot be passed between components, for exam-
ple, method parameters cannot contain references to components. More precisely,
in order to allow non-functional features to be aware of component structure
and manage the component system, we restrict component manipulations to
non-functional concerns.
Returning results We call our component model asynchronous because com-
munication does not trigger computation on the receiver side immediately, it just
enqueues a request. Such a mechanism can be implemented with synchronous or
asynchronous communications. As in ASP and ProActive, the model defined in
Section 4 relies on a rendez-vous (enqueueing a request is done synchronously
but the receiver component is always ready to enqueue a request). Asynchronous
invocations could be performed by enforcing request results to be returned by
an explicit call-back mechanism, but we prefer handling results automatically in
order to prevent business code from dealing with communication purposes.
To allow for transparent asynchronous requests with results, we use futures,
first introduced in [8, 9]. A future is an empty object that represents the result
of a computation and will be updated when the result is available. In our case,
futures are a transparent and natural way to handle asynchronous requests: a
future is automatically created when sending a request from a component to
another, it represents the result of this request. Transparent futures come with
a natural and automatic synchronisation called wait-by-necessity : futures can
be safely transmitted between components or stored while the real value of the
result is not needed. When the value is really needed the thread accessing the
future is automatically blocked until the result is available.
3 To be precise, only futures are passed by reference, because their value will be finally
transmitted by a copy semantics.
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Transmitting a future between components is not considered as an operation
requiring the value. Consequently, the result or the parameters of a request can
contain a future, or even can simply be a future. Consequently, several compo-
nents in the system may have a reference to the same future, the component
platform will then be in charge of updating all those references. Updating a
future consists in replacing a future reference by the result for the correspond-
ing request. We call those futures first-class because they can be transmitted
between components as any other value.
Primitive component behaviour Let us now detail a behaviour for primitive
components that will ensure asynchronous communications and future handling.
The primitive components encapsulate the business code, thus in our model
we consider they can have, internally, any behaviour. They will serve requests
in the order they wish, providing answer for all the requests they receive. They
can call other components by emitting a request on one of the client interface.
However, each primitive component must always be able to accept a request
(that will just be enqueued in its request queue), and to receive a result (that
will replace a future reference by the received value).
Figure 3 illustrates a primitive component and its behaviour. A primitive
component consists of a request queue, a content, a membrane, and a result list.
Its content contains the business code that serves the requests; requests arrive
from the server interfaces on the left and are emitted by the client interface on the
right. An incoming request is enqueued immediately, associated with its future
identifier. Later this request is served and treated by the component content,
possibly emitting new requests to the clients. When the service is finished and
a value is calculated for its result, this value is stored in the result list, stating
that the future for the request is mapped to this calculated value. The calculated
value can itself contain references to other futures. Later, the result will be sent
from the result list to the components that hold a reference to the corresponding
future. As future references can spread in all the components, including requests,
results, and current component states, received results are used to update future
references in all parts of the component.
Mono-threaded components In our model, a given thread manipulates a sin-
gle component, but nothing prevents our components from being multi-threaded.
Even, a component can serve several requests at the same time.
However, like in ProActive/GCM, components can be chosen to be mono-
threaded; this simplifies concurrency, as each component has a sequential be-
haviour but can create deadlocks. For example, if there is a cycle of dependencies
between results of requests: in a subsystem with two components, C1 and C2, a
request A, computed by C1 depends on the result of a request B to component
C2, itself depending on the result of another request C, but awaited from C1. In
that case, C1 will be indirectly waiting for itself, which could only be resolved
by a second thread in C1. Fortunately, most applications can be written without
such cyclic dependencies, especially thanks to first-class futures.
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Composite component behaviour To summarise, the behaviour of the prim-
itive components is highly parameterised. We have just specified the handling of
requests and futures in the preceding paragraphs. By contrast, composite com-
ponents have a predefined behaviour.4 Composite components serve requests in
a FIFO order, delegating request to the bound components or to the external
ones in a much transparent and natural way. Globally, a request emitted by the
client interface of a primitive component will be sent unchanged to the server
interface of the primitive component that is linked by a binding. More precisely,
several bindings may be used and several composite components may be crossed.
This request transmission can rely on a mechanism similar to the handling
of requests by primitive components; this mechanism is illustrated by Figure 4.
Requests are dequeued in a FIFO order from the request queue. Consider one
request (associated with the future f), suppose the request has been received
from the outside of the composite, i.e., it was received on an external server
interface. There is necessarily an internal client interface matching this external
one. Handling the requests consists in sending another request from the inter-
nal client interface matching the interface that receives the request (i1). This
request is sent to the interface bound to i1, that is i2 in the figure; this interface
necessarily belongs to an inner component. This new request corresponds to a
future f ′, and the result for the first one is just a reference to f ′, i.e. f = f ′. In
case the request was received from the inside of the composite, the mechanism
is similar, with a new request sent from the matching external client interface.
An alternative approach would consist in implementing a delegation mech-
anism, like in allowing a component to delegate the calculation of a result to
another component, like handlers of [10]. However, we did not choose this tech-
nique in order to avoid introducing a new mechanism, but also to ensure that
the component calculating a value for a given future will not change along time.
4 In the future, we want to study how the behaviour of the composite component
could be changed safely but this is not the purpose of this paper.
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3 Comparison with some Component Models
This section presents the main distributed component models, focusing on their
main characteristics with respect to structure, distribution, and synchronisation.
We summarise this comparison in Table 1.
CCA [1] aims at a minimal specification of component architecture for high-
performance computing. CCA builds on core concepts, defining a component
(the software entity), a framework (the container), and ports (the access towards
the environment). The components are assembled at runtime connecting ports
together, thanks to scripts that interact with the CCA framework. The container
allows building, connecting and running components. Component composition
is not hierarchical. CCA considers parallelism and distribution of data.
CCM (CORBA Component Model) [11, 2] is a specification for business com-
ponents which can be distributed, heterogeneous, and implemented over different
programming languages or operating systems. CCM components communicate
through ports that can be interconnected. Also, the OMG D&C specification
[12] supports hierarchical assemblies. All component instances are handled at
runtime by their container. A fortitude of CCM is to provide a clear separation
between functional and non-functional concerns.
SCA (Service Component Architecture) [3] provides a component-oriented
programming model for building applications and solutions based on a Service
Oriented Architectures. SCA provides a model for both the composition of ser-
vices and the creation of service components, including the reuse of existing
application functions within SCA composites. SCA is a hierarchical component
model, but its component structure is not specified at runtime. Additionally,
SCA components can be implemented with different languages such as Java,
BPEL, and state machines.
ASP [6, 13] is the computation model behind ProActive. This calculus of
active objects starts from ςimp-calculus [14] extending it with explicit commands
for activating an object and for serving requests. Activities contain an active
object, possibly several passive objects, and are managed by only one thread.
Communication is realized using an asynchronous request reply mechanism with
futures. A request is associated to each future, and the request service aims
at providing a result value to the future. Using a translational semantics, ASP
components are defined as hierarchical combinations of activities.
Creol [15, 16] is a programming and modelling language for distributed sys-
tems based on active objects communicating via asynchronous method calls using
futures. Creol’s base language is – at least in more recent publications, e.g. [17] –
an extended version of the functional ς-calculus [14]. Besides explicit distinction
between fields and methods of objects the authors introduce classes and threads
as first class citizens. Classes contain implementation of methods; threads are
sequences of method calls referenced by futures; objects’ fields contain the val-
ues resulting from thread evaluation. Concurrent access to objects is controlled
by an explicit lock mechanism. The operational semantics is a reduction style
structural operational semantics based on rewriting logic implemented in Maude
which enables testing of model specifications [18]. Interfaces are integral part of
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the Creol language. They describe the observable behaviour of objects using
assumption guarantee specifications [19]. Traces of communication events be-
tween the object and its environment specify input and output behaviour based
on visible parts of an object’s features. More recently, [17] defines Creol com-
ponents, and a framework for describing and testing them. The authors use a
simple specification language over communication labels enabling the expression
of component behaviour as a set of traces at the interfaces.
A Creol component is a collection of classes, objects, and threads where the
threads are simply composed in parallel. Thus, components are not hierarchical.
Threads – or sets of threads – define concurrent components. A thread never
leaves the object in which it is defined. Thus objects are the unit of concurrency.
Distribution is not given by explicit locations but using independent object eval-
uation and asynchronous method call invocations. In comparison to Creol, our
approach is hierarchical. We use a separate level of component specification with
an abstract behaviour model. We separate the structural component level from
the program semantics.
focus [20] is a framework for the systematic formal specification and devel-
opment of distributed components communicating by asynchronous messages.
Contrarily to other models, in this framework the basic notion is the stream.
There are two types of streams: streams of actions (traces) and streams of mes-
sages. Streams of messages are used to represent communication histories of
channels. The behaviour of a component is described by logical formulas speci-
fying stream processing functions. Compared to this approach, our formalization
focuses on components that could be imperative and can have a much richer be-
haviour, more difficult to specify, but more expressive. We expect to be able
to prove automatically properties on component composition and component
behaviour.
The Relational Calculus of Object and Component Systems (rCOS) [21] is
based on the Unifying Theory of Programming by He and Hoare supporting
concurrency and relational refinement. In the rCOS component model [22] com-
ponents are aggregations of objects; it uses required and provided interfaces to-
gether with contracts. rCOS has a rich and fine-grained object model but lacks
– in comparison to our approach – the variety of hierarchical composition at the
component level and consequently the explicitness of component interaction.
Fractal [5] and GCM [4] were presented in the preceding section. Let us
simply recall their main differences. Contrary to Fractal, GCM specifies distri-
bution aspects of the component model, and defines one-to-many and many-to-
one communication, which are particularly efficient for distributed components.
The GCM model also refines the structure of the membrane, and defines some
controllers for autonomic behaviour.
A GCM reference implementation is based on ProActive [23]. In this im-
plementation each component and each composite membrane is an active ob-
ject. The controllers are encapsulated in the membrane which also dispatches
functional calls to inner components. In this implementation, components com-
municate through asynchronous method calls with futures. Futures can be for-
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warded to any component in a non-blocking manner. A property inherent to
this implementation is the absence of shared memory between components, this
leads to constraints but also greatly simplifies the reasoning about concurrency.
The primitive components act as the unit of distribution and concurrency (each
thread is isolated in a component).
Component
Model
Hierarchy Distribution
Unit
Concurrency Communication
CCA no Application
dependent
Unspecified Synchronous
CCM yes Application
dependent
Unspecified Synchronous or
Asynchronous
SCA yes Unspecified Unspecified Call-and-return
messages
ASP-
component
yes Active Object Monothreaded
Active Objects
Asynchronous,
implicit futures
Creol no Object Multi-threaded
Active Objects
Asynchronous,
explicit futures
Fractal(Julia) yes Unspecified Multi-threaded
Components
Synchronous
GCM yes Primitive
Component
Unspecified Request-Reply
Paradigm
GCM
(ProActive)
yes Primitive
Component
Unique control thread
per component
Asynchronous,
implicit futures
Table 1. Comparison of component models
In order to formalise Fractal components, several models and calculi have
been designed, addressing different aspects. The Kell-calculus was introduced
as a very general calculus able to represent component containment, control
and passivation [24]. Then, this work was extended and adapted in order to
deal with shared components [25]. In Fractal, a component is shared if it is
the subcomponent of several different composite components. The formalism
we present does not deal with component sharing. More recently, the Fractal
component model has been formalised in Alloy [26]. This paper gives a very
precise and unambiguous formalisation of Fractal component’s structure and
control. Compared to this framework, our work focuses on the asynchronous
aspects of components, and somehow takes the decision of giving a less general
semantics to components and component communications in order to provide a
formal model of the interplay between component communication, component
behaviour, their control and their structure.
Amongst the formal models for distributed computing, our work relies on
the notion of futures and requests that have already been formalised, outside
the context of components, see for example [27] in the context of Creol or [10]
in the context of functional programming.
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4 Formal Model
This section defines a semantics for our component model. It is being formalised
in Isabelle/HOL [28].5 This explains some design choices made here.
4.1 Structure and Notations
We let vj , pj range over values, fj range over futures, ij range over interfaces,
N range over component names, and C over components. A list is denoted
[ai]i∈1..n. The operator # is the list append operation. l \ f removes f from the
list l, whatever its position is.
Component definition We build requests as triples (future identifier, param-
eter value, invoked interface): Rj ::= [fj , vj , ij ]. A result maps a value to
an identified future: Fj ::= [fj , vj ]. A component is either a primitive or
a composite, each one has a state and a set of interfaces, a composite
has additionally bindings and subcomponents (subCp): Prim[itfs,PrimState],
Comp[itfs, subCp, bindings,CompState]. Enqueue(C,R) enqueues a request R in
the request queue of the component C.
States Each state (PrimState, CompState) is a record containing a queue, and
a list of computed results (results); additionally a primitive component state
(PrimState) contains an internal state (intState), and a behaviour (behaviour).
A behaviour is a labelled transition system between internal states where labels
are actions defined below. An internal state contains a set of current requests
(currRq), and a state referencing a set of futures.
s.queue returns the current queue of state s. The constituents of a state s,
e.g. its queue, can be updated individually, for example sLqueue := QM denotes
a new state obtained by changing the queue of s to Q.
Subcomponents The set of subcomponents of a composite is a mapping from
component names to components: SubCp ::= [N 7→ C]i∈1..n. The subcomponent
named N of the composite component Comp[itfs, subCp, bindings,CompState]
is denoted subCp[N ], and subCp[N 7→ C] denotes a new set of subcomponents
where C is the new component associated to the name N .
Bindings Each binding is of the form [N.i1, N ′.i2], if interface i1 of component
named N is plugged to the interface i2 of N ′ (where N and N ′ can be This if
the plugged interface is the composite component that defines the bindings).
Futures For any value, state, or component, futs(v) (resp. futs(s), futs(C)) rep-
resents the set of futures referenced by this element. We use a function UpdFut
that is applied to values; UpdFut(vi, f, v) replaces the future f – if present – in
value vi by v. Note that futs(UpdFut(vi, f, v)) ⊆ futs(v)∪ futs(vi) \ {f} (\ is the
set subtraction). findRes(S, f) looks inside a component system S and returns
the value which is the result corresponding to future f , if it is already computed.
5 Prototype specification available at www.inria.fr/oasis/Ludovic.Henrio/misc
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4.2 Local Actions
The behaviour of the primitive components is greatly customisable. For the
purpose of the component model, we suppose this behaviour is specified by an
(infinite) labelled transition system, it is denoted by BC for a given primitive C.
The actions of the primitive components are the labels of the transitions, and
states are those of the primitive component. Actions of interest are the following:
NewService itfs p f dequeues a request on an interface of the set itfs and starts
serving it; f receives the future identifier and p the request parameter.
Tau is a non-observable action allowing to encapsulate internal behaviour.
Call i p f sends a request on interface i with parameter p; f receives the
future identifier that corresponds to the request. i must be one of the client
interfaces of the primitive component.
EndService f v finishes a service associating value v to future f ; this action
adds a new entry in the result list.
ReceiveResult f v receives a result value: future f is updated with value v. A
primitive component must always be able to receive a future (if f /∈ futs(s)
this action has no effect):
(∀f, s, v.∃s′. (s,ReceiveResult f v, s′) ∈ BC)
Constraints on current requests The set currRq of requests currently han-
dled by the primitive component changes only when a request is served (one
current request added), or a service is finished (one current request removed).
Additionally, one can only finish a service for a request that is current; this leads
to the following constraints:
(s,NewService itfs p f, s′) ∈ BC)⇒ s′.currRq = f#s.currRq
(s,EndService f v, s′)⇒ (f ∈ s.currRq ∧ s′.currRq = s.currRq \ f)
For all the other actions we have (s, action, s′) ∈ BC ⇒ s′.currRq = s.currRq.
Constraints on referenced futures Futures referenced by the internal state
of a primitive component are also constrained. In general (s, action, s′) ∈ BC
implies futs(s′) ⊆ futs(s), except when a new request is served or a result is
received. In those cases, the request parameter or the result may contain new
futures. Additionally, when a result is received, the future updated should not
be referenced any more.
(s,NewService itfs p f, s′) ∈ BC)⇒ futs(s′) ⊆ futs(s) ∪ futs(p)
(s,ReceiveResult f v, s′)∈BC)∧f ∈ futs(s)⇒ futs(s′) ⊆ (futs(s) \ {f})∪futs(v)
Moreover, sent values can only reference futures known by the internal state:
(s,Call i p f, s′) ∈ BC)⇒ futs(p) ⊆ futs(s)
(s,EndService f v, s′)⇒ futs(v) ⊆ futs(s)
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Handling received values When an action receives a value, for example,
NewService itfs p f receives p, the action must accept any value for parameter p
and alter the internal state accordingly; p is, in fact, a variable that will, in turn,
receive a value from the request queue. Similarly, f will receive the identifier of
the future to handle. Instead of introducing variables and scoping, we simply
chose to state that some of the parameters must be able to receive any value:
(s,NewService itfs p f, s′)∈BC ⇒ ∀ p′, f ′.∃s′. (s,NewService itfs p′ f ′, s′)∈BC
This applies also for f in Call i p f : the future must be chosen fresh, and v
in ReceiveResult f v : the received result is given by another component.
4.3 Semantics of the Component Model
The formal semantics of the component model defines a reduction relation →R
by a set of inductive rules. S ` C →R C ′ if, in the component system S,
the component C can be reduced to the component C ′; S is the composite
component containing all the components of the system. It is necessary to know
the whole component system to retrieve request results and update futures.
From →R, a reduction for the global component system can then be defined:
S  S′ ⇔ S ` S →R S′.
There is a second parameterised relation −\ i1, f, v Z→ allowing to express that
a component is willing to emit a request, and must be matched with a reception
action; statements of the form −\ i1, f, v Z→ used as hypotheses to the rules for
composite components lead back to statements of →R. If ` C −\ i1, f, v Z→C ′,
then C emits a request on the interface i1, with parameter v, and associated to
a future f ; after the emission, C becomes C ′.
There are two kinds of reduction rules: the ones for primitive components
(Figure 5), and the ones dealing with composite components (Figure 8).
In detail, the behaviour defined in primitive components determines the fol-
lowing rules of reduction.
Tau: if the state s of a primitive component Prim[itfs, s] contains a Tau tran-
sition from the internal state s.intState to another state s2 then the compo-
nent’s internal state can be replaced by s2. In Figure 3, this rule corresponds
to internal transitions inside the content of the composite.
RcvResultPrim: the primitive component’s behaviour always contains a tran-
sition defining the reception of value v for future f , i.e. ReceiveResult f v,
changing the internal state into the result state s2 defined in the behaviour.
The result value is found in the component system S; it is returned by the
function findRes(S, f). The future is also updated in the request queue and
the result list by the function UpdFut. After such a reception, the future f is
not referenced anymore by the primitive. In Figure 3, this rule corresponds
to the three thick arrows with “results received from other components”.
Call: the call to an interface i1 with future f and parameter value v presup-
poses that the future f is fresh. Such a call transition in the behaviour of
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Tau
(s.intState, Tau, s2) ∈ s.behaviour
S ` Prim[itfs, s]→R Prim[itfs, sLintState := s2M]
RcvResultPrim
(s.intState,ReceiveResult f v, s2) ∈ s.behaviour
findRes(S, f) = v s.queue = [fj , vj , ij ]
j∈1..n Q = [fj ,UpdFut(vj , f, v), ij ]
j∈1..n
s.results = [fk, vk]
k∈1..n′ R = [fk,UpdFut(vk, f, v)]
k∈1..n′
S ` Prim[itfs, s]→R Prim[itfs, sLintState := s2, queue := Q, results := RM]
Call
(s.intState, Call i1 v f, s2) ∈ s.behaviour f /∈ futs(S)
` Prim[itfs, s]− \ i1, f, v Z→ Prim[itfs, sLintState := s2M]
EndService
(s.intState, EndService f v, s2) ∈ s.behaviour
S ` Prim[itfs, s]→R Prim[itfs, sLintState :=s2, results :=s.results#[f, v]M]
ServeNext
(s.intState,NewService itfs v f, s2) ∈ s.behaviour
[f ′, v′, i′] ∈ Q⇒ i′ /∈ itfs s.queue = Q#[f, v, i]#Q′
S ` Prim[itfs, s]→R Prim[itfs, sLintState := s2, queue := Q#QM]
Fig. 5. Primitive Component Semantics
a primitive component creates now a parameterised reduction −\ i1, f, v Z→
of the primitive component because this call is passed on to the enclosing
composite component. Upon synchronisation with the component bound to
this one, the reduction will occur, modifying the internal state and storing
locally the future f . In Figure 3, this rule corresponds to the “request sent”
arrow sent to the client interface.
EndService: the end of a service denotes that one of the current requests of
a primitive component is finalised yielding value v. Hence, the respective
primitive component’s result list is extended by the pair [f, v] where f is
the future that corresponds to the finalised current request. After reduction
the primitive component’s current requests does not contain f anymore (see
above). In Figure 3, this rule corresponds to the arrow.
ServeNext: finally, a NewService itfs v f transition in a primitive compo-
nent’s behaviour leads to the creation of a new current request in the internal
state of the component. The oldest request on the interface i is served. The
parameter v matches the parameter of the first request in the request queue,
and f , its corresponding future. The reduction updates the internal state by
plugging in the target state s2 of the behaviour’s transition, and by popping
off the head of the request queue. In Figure 3, this rule corresponds to the
“end of service” arrow.
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RcvResultComp
findResult(S, f) = v
s.queue = [fj , vj , ij ]
j∈1..n Q = [fj ,UpdFut(vj , f, v), ij ]j∈1..n
s.results = [fk, vk]
k∈1..n′ R = [fk,UpdFut(vk, f, v)]
k∈1..n′
S ! Comp[itf, subCp, bindings, s]→R Comp[itf, subCp, bindings, s!queue := Q, results := R"]
Hierarchy
S ! subCp[N ]→R C
S ! Comp[itfs, subCp, bindings, s]→R Comp[itfs, (subCp[N #→ C]), bindings, s]
CommBrothers
[N.i1, N
′.i2] ∈ bindings
S ! subCp[N ]− # i1, f, v $→O C C′ = Enqueue(subCp[N ′], [f, v, i2])
S ! Comp[itfs, subCp, bindings, s]→R Comp[itfs, subCp[N #→C,N ′ #→C′, bindings, s]
CommParent
[N.i1, This.i2] ∈ bindings;S ! subCp[N ]− # i1, f, v $→O C
S ! Comp[itfs, subCp, bindings, s]→R
Enqueue(Comp[itfs, subCp[N #→C], bindings, s], [f, v, i2])
CommChild
s.queue = [f, v, i1]#Q [This.i1, N
′.i2] ∈ bindings f ′ /∈ futs(S)
C′ = Enqueue(subCp[N ′], [f ′, v, i2]) s′ = s!queue :=Q, results :=s.results#[f, f ′]"
S ! Comp[itfs, subCp, bindings, s]→R Comp[itfs, subCp[N ′ #→C′], bindings, s′]
CompositeCall
s.queue = [f, v, i1]#Q i1is a client interface
f ′ /∈ futs(S) s′ = s!queue :=Q, results :=s.results#[f, f ′]"
S ! Comp[itfs, subCp, bindings, s] − # i1, f ′, v $→O Comp[itfs, subCp, bindings, s′]
Table 2. Semantics of the component composition
CommChild The inverse case – a component communicates to a child – corre-
sponds to a delegation of a request to subcomponents. This case is slightly
more complex than the previous one. The parent component’s request queue
is reduced by its first element, a new future f ′ for the result of this request
is created and added to the result list of the parent component, and the
request – with the new future – is queued into the respective subcomponent.
CompositeCall Whereas the first rule Hierarchy just explained how a sub-
component reduction is integrated into a composite context, this rule ex-
plains how the actual call is processed in the internal state using the param-
eterized reduction. If a component’s state contains as first request f, v to a
client interface i1 then this request is passed with a newly created future f ′
to higher levels while the futures [f, f ′] are added to the result list to keep
track of the request.
define findresults
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RcvResultComp
findResult(S, f) = v
s.queue = [fj , vj , ij ]
j∈1..n Q = [fj ,UpdFut(vj , f, v), ij ]j∈1..n
s.results = [fk, vk]
k∈1..n′ R = [fk,UpdFut(vk, f, v)]
k∈1..n′
S ! Comp[itf, subCp, bindings, s]→R Comp[itf, subCp, bindings, s!queue := Q, results := R"]
Hierarchy
S ! subCp[N ]→R C
S ! Comp[itfs, subCp, bindings, s]→R Comp[itfs, (subCp[N #→ C]), bindings, s]
CommBrothers
[N.i1, N
′.i2] ∈ bindings
S ! subCp[N ]− # i1, f, v $→O C C′ = Enqueue(subCp[N ′], [f, v, i2])
S ! Comp[itfs, sub p, bindings, ]→R Comp[itfs, subCp[N #→C,N ′ #→C′, bindings, s]
CommParent
[N.i1, This.i2] ∈ bindings;S ! subCp[N ]− # i1, f, v $→O C
S ! Comp[itfs, subCp, bindings, s]→R
Enqueue(Comp[itfs, subCp[N #→C], bindings, s], [f, v, i2])
CommChild
s.queue = [f, v, i1]#Q [This.i1, N
′.i2] ∈ bindings f ′ /∈ futs(S)
C′ = Enqueue(subCp[N ′], [f ′, v, i2]) s′ = s!queue :=Q, results :=s.results#[f, f ′]"
S ! Comp[itfs, subCp, bindings, s] R Comp[itfs, subCp[N ′ #→C′], bindings, s′]
CompositeCall
s.queue = [f, v, i1]#Q i1is a client interface
f ′ /∈ futs(S) s′ = s!queue :=Q, results :=s.results#[f, f ′]"
S ! Comp[itfs, subCp, bindings, s] − # i1, f ′, v $→O Comp[itfs, subCp, bindings, s′]
Table 2. Semantics of the component composition
CommChild The inverse case – a component communicates to a child – corre-
sponds to a delegation of a request to subcomponents. This case is slightly
more complex than the previous ne. The p rent component’s request queue
is reduced by its first element, a new future f ′ for the result of this request
is created and added to the result list of the parent component, and the
request – with the new future – is queued into the respective subcomponent.
CompositeCall Whereas the first rule Hierarchy just explained how a sub-
component reduction is integrated into a composite context, this rule ex-
plains how the actual call is processed in the internal state using the param-
eterized reduction. If a component’s state contains as first request f, v to a
client interface i1 then this request is passed with a newly created future f ′
to higher levels while the futures [f, f ′] are added to the result list to keep
track of the request.
define findresults
Fig. 7. Subcomponents communicate
The inductive rules for composite components determine how the service com-
munication distributes on properly assembled systems. The first rule em eds
subcomponent reduction in composite contexts; th second performs future up-
dates inside composite components. The three Comm-rules, in the middle, define
the communications tra smitt d by the different kinds of bindings inside the
composite component; finally the last rule allows composite c mponents to emit
requests on their external client int rfac s. In detail, th rules fi alise the formal
semantics as follows. Figure 6 illustrates the different kinds of communications
expressed by the four last rules.
Hierarchy: this rule is a compositionality rule; it expresses ha if a subcom-
ponent subCp[N ] reduces in isolation to a component C then it does so as
well in the context of a component hierarc y – given by up ating SubCp
with SubCp[N 7→ C] in the context Comp[itfs,SubCp, bindings, s].
RcvResultComp: this rule is very similar to the RcvResultPrim rule for
primitive components. However, this one is simpler because the composite
component does not have any internal state; only the request queue and the
result list are updated by the received result.
CommBrothers, illustrated by Figure 7: a subcomponent N can pass a call to
subcomponent N ′ inside the set of subcomponents subComp of a composite
component. The respective client interface of N , on which the call was emit-
ted – N.i1 – must be bound to the interface i2 of the destination component
– N ′.i2 – this binding must be stored in bindings. The call parameters f, v –
parameterised in the request emission relation – are passed to interface i2 of
subcomponent N ′. The operator Enqueue denotes that the request [f, v, i2]
is properly added onto the request list of subcomponent N ′. N is reduced
simultaneously, sending a request.
CommParent, illustrated by Figure 9: if a subcomponent – a child – N of
a composite component utters a request i1, f, v to its parent component,
then – similar to the previous rule – N is reduced simultaneously as it sends
a request, and the request is added to the composite component’s request
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Hierarchy
S ` subCp[N ]→R C
S ` Comp[itfs, subCp, bindings, s]→R Comp[itfs, (subCp[N 7→ C]), bindings, s]
RcvResultComp
findRes(S, f)=v s.queue = [fj , vj , ij ]
j∈1..n Q = [fj ,UpdFut(vj , f, v), ij ]
j∈1..n
s.results = [fk, vk]
k∈1..n′ R = [fk,UpdFut(vk, f, v)]
k∈1..n′
S ` Comp[itf, subCp, bindings, s]→R
Comp[itf, subCp, bindings, sLqueue :=Q, results :=RM]
CommBrothers
[N.i1, N
′.i2]∈bindings `subCp[N ]− \ i1, f, v Z→C
SubCp′ = subCp[N 7→C] C′=Enqueue(subCp′[N ′], [f, v, i2])
S ` Comp[itfs, subCp, bindings, s]→R Comp[itfs,SubCp′[N ′ 7→C′], bindings, s]
CommParent
[N.i1, This.i2] ∈ bindings;` subCp[N ]− \ i1, f, v Z→C
S ` Comp[itfs, subCp, bindings, s]→R
Enqueue(Comp[itfs, subCp[N 7→C], bindings, s], [f, v, i2])
CommChild
s.queue = [f, v, i1]#Q [This.i1, N
′.i2] ∈ bindings f ′ /∈ futs(S)
C′=Enqueue(subCp[N ′], [f ′, v, i2]) s
′ = sLqueue :=Q, results :=s.results#[f, f ′]M
S ` Comp[itfs, subCp, bindings, s]→R Comp[itfs, subCp[N ′ 7→C′], bindings, s′]
CompositeCall
s.queue = [f, v, i1]#Q i1is a client interface
f ′ /∈ futs(S) s′ = sLqueue :=Q, results :=s.results#[f, f ′]M
` Comp[itfs, subCp, bindings, s] − \ i1, f ′, v Z→ Comp[itfs, subCp, bindings, s′]
Fig. 8. Semantics of the component composition
(f,v)
i 1
i 2
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RcvResultComp
findResult(S, f) = v
s.queue = [fj , vj , ij ]
j∈1..n Q = [fj ,UpdFut(vj , f, v), ij ]j∈1..n
s.results = [fk, vk]
k∈1..n′ R = [fk,UpdFut(vk, f, v)]
k∈1..n′
S ! Comp[itf, subCp, bindings, s]→R Comp[itf, subCp, bindings, s!queue := Q, results := R"]
Hierarchy
S ! subCp[N ]→R C
S ! Comp[itfs, subCp, bindings, s]→R Comp[itfs, (subCp[N #→ C]), bindings, s]
CommBrothers
[N.i1, N
′.i2] ∈ bindings
S ! subCp[N ]− # i1, f, v $→O C C′ = Enqueue(subCp[N ′], [f, v, i2])
S ! Comp[itfs, subCp, bindings, s]→R Comp[itfs, subCp[N #→C,N ′ #→C′, bindings, s]
CommParent
[N.i1, This.i2] ∈ bindings;S ! subCp[N ]− # i1, f, v $→O C
S ! Comp[itfs, subCp, bindings, s]→R
Enqueue(Comp[itfs, subCp[N #→C], bindings, s], [f, v, i2])
CommChild
s.queue = [f, v, i1]#Q [This.i1, N
′.i2] ∈ bindings f ′ /∈ futs(S)
C′ = Enqueue(subCp[N ′], [f ′, v, i2]) s′ = s!queue :=Q, results :=s.results#[f, f ′]"
S ! Comp[itfs, subCp, bindings, s]→R Comp[itfs, subCp[N ′ #→C′], bindings, s′]
CompositeCall
s.queue = [f, v, i1]#Q i1is a client interface
f ′ /∈ futs(S) s′ = s!queue :=Q, results :=s.results#[f, f ′]"
S ! Comp[itfs, subCp, bindings, s] − # i1, f ′, v $→O Comp[itfs, subCp, bindings, s′]
Table 2. Semantics of the component composition
CommChild The inverse case – a component communicates to a child – corre-
sponds to a delegation of a request to subcomponents. This case is slightly
more complex than the previous one. The parent component’s request queue
is reduced by its first element, a new future f ′ for the result of this request
is created and added to the result list of the parent component, and the
request – with the new future – is queued into the respective subcomponent.
CompositeCall Whereas the first rule Hierarchy just explained how a sub-
component reduction is integrated into a composite context, this rule ex-
plains how the actual call is processed in the internal state using the param-
eterized reduction. If a component’s state contains as first request f, v to a
client interface i1 then this request is passed with a newly created future f ′
to higher levels while the futures [f, f ′] are added to the result list to keep
track of the request.
define findresults
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RcvResultComp
findResult(S, f) = v
s.queue = [fj , vj , ij ]
j∈1..n Q = [fj ,UpdFut(vj , f, v), ij ]j∈1..n
s.results = [fk, vk]
k∈1..n′ R = [fk,UpdFut(vk, f, v)]
k∈1..n′
S ! Comp[itf, subCp, bindings, s]→R Comp[itf, subCp, bindings, s!queue := Q, results := R"]
Hierarchy
S ! subCp[N ]→R C
S ! Comp[itfs, subCp, bindings, s]→R Comp[itfs, (subCp[N #→ C]), bindings, s]
CommBrothers
[N.i1, N
′.i2] ∈ bindings
S ! subCp[N ]− # i1, f, v $→O C C′ = Enqueue(subCp[N ′], [f, v, i2])
S ! Comp[itfs, subCp, bindings, s]→R Comp[itfs, subCp[N #→C,N ′ #→C′, bindings, s]
CommParent
[N.i1, This.i2] ∈ bindings;S ! subCp[N ]− # i1, f, v $→O C
S ! Comp[itfs, subCp, bindings, s]→R
Enqueue(Comp[itfs, subCp[N #→C], bindings, s], [f, v, i2])
Comm hild
s.queue = [f, v, i1]#Q [This.i1, N
′.i2] ∈ bindings f ′ /∈ futs(S)
C′ = Enqueue(subCp[N ′], [f ′, v, i2]) s′ = s!queue :=Q, results :=s.results#[f, f ′]"
S ! Comp[itfs, subCp, bindings, s]→R Comp[itfs, subCp[N ′ #→C′], bindings, s′]
CompositeCall
s.queue = [f, v, i1]#Q i1is a client interface
f ′ /∈ futs(S) s′ = s!queue :=Q, results :=s.results#[f, f ′]"
S ! Comp[itfs, subCp, bindings, s] − # i1, f ′, v $→O Comp[itfs, subCp, bindings, s′]
Table 2. Semantics of the component composition
plains how the actual call is processed in the internal state using the param-
eterized reduction. If a component’s state contains as first request f, v to a
client interface i1 then this request is passed with a newly created future f ′
to higher levels while the futures [f, f ′] are added to the result list to keep
track of the request.
define findresults
v = f1 means the valuerv is only a reference to the future f1 i.e. v will be
equal to the value of f1 when f1 will be returned.
6 Conclusions
toward isabelle and proofs
.
fresh f
Fig. 9. CommParent rule
i 1 i 2
(f',v)
fresh f'
N'
f'=f
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RcvResultComp
findResult(S, f) = v
s.queue = [fj , vj , ij ]
j∈1..n Q = [fj ,UpdFut(vj , f, v), ij ]j∈1..n
s.results = [fk, vk]
k∈1..n′ R = [fk,UpdFut(vk, f, v)]
k∈1..n′
S ! Comp[itf, subCp, bindings, s]→R Comp[itf, subCp, bindings, s!queue := Q, results := R"]
Hierarchy
S ! subCp[N ]→R C
S ! Comp[itfs, subCp, bindings, s]→R Comp[itfs, (subCp[N #→ C]), bindings, s]
CommBrothers
[N.i1, N
′.i2] ∈ bindings
S ! subCp[N ]− # i1, f, v $→O C C′ = Enqueue(subCp[N ′], [f, v, i2])
S ! Comp[itfs, subCp, bindings, s]→R Comp[itfs, subCp[N #→C,N ′ #→C′, bindings, s]
CommParent
[N.i1, This.i2] ∈ bindings;S ! subCp[N ]− # i1, f, v $→O C
S ! Comp[itfs, subCp, bindings, s]→R
Enqueue(Comp[itfs, subCp[N #→C], bindings, s], [f, v, i2])
Comm hild
s.queue = [f, v, i1]#Q [This.i1, N
′.i2] ∈ bindings f ′ /∈ futs(S)
C′ = Enqueue(subCp[N ′], [f ′, v, i2]) s′ = s!queue :=Q, results :=s.results#[f, f ′]"
S ! Comp[itfs, subCp, bindings, s]→R Comp[itfs, subCp[N ′ #→C′], bindings, s′]
CompositeCall
s.queue = [f, v, i1]#Q i1is a client interface
f ′ /∈ futs(S) s′ = s!queue :=Q, results :=s.results#[f, f ′]"
S ! Comp[itfs, subCp, bindings, s] − # i1, f ′, v $→O Comp[itfs, subCp, bindings, s′]
Table 2. Semantics of the component composition
CommChild The inverse case – a component communicates to a child – corre-
sponds to a delegation of a request to subcomponents. This case is slightly
more complex than the previous one. The parent component’s request queue
is reduced by its first element, a new future f ′ for the result of this request
is created and added to the result list of the parent component, and the
request – with the new future – is queued into the respective subcomponent.
CompositeCall Whereas the first rule Hierarchy just explained how a sub-
component reduction is integrated into a composite context, this rule ex-
plains how the actual call is processed in the internal state using the param-
eterized reduction. If a component’s state contains as first request f, v to a
client interface i1 then this request is passed with a newly created future f ′
to higher levels while the futures [f, f ′] are added to the result list to keep
track of the request.
define findresults
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RcvResultComp
findResult(S, f) = v
s.queue = [fj , vj , ij ]
j∈1..n Q = [fj ,UpdFut(vj , f, v), ij ]j∈1..n
s.results = [fk, vk]
k∈1..n′ R = [fk,UpdFut(vk, f, v)]
k∈1..n′
S ! Comp[itf, subCp, bindings, s]→R Comp[itf, subCp, bindings, s!queue := Q, results := R"]
Hierarchy
S ! subCp[N ]→R C
S ! Comp[itfs, subCp, bindings, s]→R omp[itfs, (subCp[N #→ C]), bindin s, s]
CommBrothers
[N.i1, N
′.i2] ∈ bindings
S ! subCp[N ]− # i1, f, v $→O C C′ = Enqueue(subCp[N ′], [f, v, i2])
S ! Comp[itfs, subCp, bindings, s]→R Comp[itfs, subCp[N #→C,N ′ #→C′, bindings, s]
CommParent
[N.i1, This.i2] ∈ bindings;S ! subCp[N ]− # i1, f, v $→O C
S ! Comp[itfs, subCp, bindings, s]→R
Enqueue(Comp[itfs, subCp[N #→C], bindings, s], [f, v, i2])
CommChild
s.queue = [f, v, i1]#Q [This.i1, N
′ i2] ∈ bindings f ′ /∈ futs(S)
C′ = Enqueue(subCp[N ′], [f ′, v, i2]) s′ = s!queue :=Q, results :=s.results#[f, f ′]"
S ! Comp[itfs, subCp, bindings, s]→R Comp[itfs, subCp[N ′ #→C′], bindings, s′]
CompositeCall
s.queue = [f, v, i1]#Q i1is a client interface
f ′ /∈ futs(S) s′ = s!queue :=Q, results :=s.results#[f, f ′]"
S ! Comp[itfs, subCp, bindings, s] − # i1, f ′, v $→O Comp[itfs, subCp, bindings, s′]
Table 2. Semantics of the component composition
CommChild The inverse case – a component communicates to a child – corre-
sponds to a delegation of a request to subcomponents. This case is slightly
more complex than the previous one. The parent component’s request queue
is reduced by its first element, a new future f ′ for the result of this request
is created and added to the result list of the parent component, and the
request – with the new future – is queued into the respective subcomponent.
CompositeCall Whereas the first rule Hierarchy just explained how a sub-
component reduction is integrated into a composite context, this rule ex-
plains how the actual call is processed in the internal state using the param-
eterized reduction. If a comp nent’s state contai s s first request f, v to a
client interface i1 then this request is passed with a newly created future f ′
to higher levels while the futures [f, f ′] are added to the result list to keep
track of the request.
define findresults
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RcvResultComp
findResult(S, f) = v
s.queue = [fj , vj , ij ]
j∈1..n Q = [fj ,UpdFut(vj , f, v), ij ]j∈1..n
s.results = [fk, vk]
k∈1..n′ R = [fk,UpdFut(vk, f, v)]
k∈1..n′
S ! Comp[itf, subCp, bindings, s]→R Comp[itf, subCp, bindings, s!queue := Q, results := R"]
Hierarchy
S ! subCp[N ]→R C
S ! Comp[itfs, subCp, bindings, s]→R Comp[itfs, (subCp[N #→ C]), bindings, s]
ommBrothers
[N.i1, N
′.i2] ∈ bindings
S ! subCp[N ]− # i1, f, v $→O C C′ = Enqueue(subCp[N ′], [f, v, i2])
S ! Comp[itfs, subCp, bindings, s]→R Comp[itfs, subCp[N #→C,N ′ #→C′, bindings, s]
CommParent
[N.i1, This.i2] ∈ bindings;S ! subCp[N ]− # i1, f, v $→O C
S ! Comp[itfs, subCp, bindings, s]→R
Enqueue(Comp[itfs, subCp[N #→C], bindings, s], [f, v, i2])
CommChild
s.queue = [f, v, i1]#Q [This.i1, N
′.i2] ∈ bindings f ′ /∈ futs(S)
C′ = Enqueue(subCp[N ′], [f ′, v, i2]) s′ = s!queue :=Q, results :=s.results#[f, f ′]"
S ! Comp[itfs, subCp, bindings, s]→R Comp[itfs, subCp[N ′ #→C′], bindings, s′]
CompositeCall
s.queue = [f, v, i1]#Q i1is a client interface
f ′ /∈ futs(S) s′ = s!queue :=Q, results :=s.results#[f, f ′]"
S ! Comp[itfs, subCp, bindings, s] − # i1, f ′, v $→O Comp[itfs, subCp, bindings, s′]
Table 2. Semantics of the component composition
CommChild The inverse case – a component communicates to a child – corre-
sponds to a delegation of a request to subcomponents. This case is slightly
more compl x than the previous one. The parent component’s request queue
is reduced by its first element, a new future f ′ for the result of this request
is created and added to the result list of the parent component, and the
request – with the new future – is queued into the respective subcomponent.
CompositeCall Whereas the first rule Hierarchy just explained how a sub-
component reduction is integrated into a composite context, this rule ex-
plains how the actual call is processed in the internal state using the param-
eterized reduction. If a component’s state contains as first request f, v to a
client interface i1 then this request is passed with a newly created future f ′
to higher levels while the futures [f, f ′] are added to the result list to keep
track of e requ st.
define findresults
Fig. 10. CommChild rule
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queue. The bindings must bind the component N interface to the (inner
server) interface of the parent.
CommChild, illustrated in Figure 10: this rule is the inverse case of the preced-
ing one – a component communicates to a child – corresponds to a delegation
of a request to subcomponents as shown in Figure 4. The parent component’s
request queue is reduced by its first element, a new future f ′ for the result
of this request is created and added to the result list of the parent compo-
nent, and the request – with the new future – is queued into the respective
subcomponent. The subcomponent is determined using the bindings: if the
original request was on the (external server) interface i1 and This.i1 is bound
to N.i2 then the request will be sent to the interface i2 of the subcomponent
N . The composite component records in its request queue that the result for
the future f is in fact the newly created future f ′.
CompositeCall: this rule explains how a call received by a subcomponent
is emitted on the external client interface onto the context of the enclosing
component. This rule corresponds to the Call rule for the primitive compo-
nents. The first request f, v received on (internal server) interface i1 is sent
on the matching external client interface (with same name). This call will be
matched against a Comm rule that will enqueue this request. A fresh future
f ′ is found for this new request and the composite records that the value of
f is in fact the future f ′.
Figure 11 illustrates a sequence of rules allowing a client component Cli to send,
on interface c, a request to the interface s of a component Srv; Srv is encapsulated
in a composite component Cmp, thus the request transits by the interface i. The
first reduction sends a request from Cli to the composite, then the request is
delegated to Srv by the composite, with a new future f ′ aliased to f . Finally, Cli
obtains a direct reference to future f ′ while Srv starts serving the request. The
original configuration is of the following form (for the sake of exposition, we only
mention internal states of primitives, and interface descriptions are omitted).
Comp[∅,Cli 7→ Prim[{c}, sc0],
Cmp 7→ Comp[{i},Srv 7→ Prim[{s}, ss0], {[This.i,Srv.s]}, s0]
{[Cli.c,Cmp.i]}, s′0]
5 Tools/Middleware
This section presents component management tools which are necessary to pro-
vide adaptation mechanism for distributed components. Proving the correctness
of these tools could be a great opportunity for using the formal component
model presented in the preceding section. We focus below on two aspects: stop-
ping components, and component reconfiguration; tools for dealing with these
two aspects have been implemented in the ProActive/GCM component platform,
thus showing already their practical impact.
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RcvResultComp
findResult(S, f) = v
s.queue = [fj , vj , ij ]
j∈1..n Q = [fj ,UpdFut(vj , f, v), ij ]j∈1..n
s.results = [fk, vk]
k∈1..n′ R = [fk,UpdFut(vk, f, v)]
k∈1..n′
S ! Comp[itf, subCp, bindings, s]→R Comp[itf, subCp, bindings, s!queue := Q, results := R"]
Hierarchy
S ! subCp[N ]→R C
S ! Comp[itfs, subCp, bindings, s]→R Comp[itfs, (subCp[N #→ C]), bindings, s]
CommBrothers
[N.i1, N
′.i2] ∈ bindings
S ! subCp[N ]− # i1, f, v $→O C C′ = Enqueue(subCp[N ′], [f, v, i2])
S ! Comp[itfs, subCp, bindings, s]→R Comp[itfs, subCp[N #→C,N ′ #→C′, bindings, s]
CommParent
[N.i1, This.i2] ∈ bindings;S ! subCp[N ]− # i1, f, v $→O C
S ! Comp[itfs, subCp, bindings, s]→R
Enqueue(Comp[itfs, subCp[N #→C], bindings, s], [f, v, i2])
CommChild
s.queue = [f, v, i1]#Q [This.i1, N
′.i2] ∈ bindings f ′ /∈ futs(S)
C′ = Enqueue(subCp[N ′], [f ′, v, i2]) s′ = !queue :=Q, results :=s.results#[f, f ′]"
S ! Comp[itfs, subCp, bindings, s]→R Comp[itfs, subCp[N ′ #→C′], bindings, s′]
CompositeCall
s.queue = [f, v, i1]#Q i1is a client interface
f ′ /∈ futs(S) s′ = s!queue :=Q, results :=s.results#[f, f ′]"
S ! Comp[itfs, subCp, bindings, s] − # i1, f ′, v $→O Comp[itfs, subCp, bindings, s′]
Table 2. Semantics of the component composition
CommChild The inverse case – a component communicates to a child – corre-
sponds to a delegation of a request to subcomponents. This case is slightly
more complex than the previous one. The parent component’s request queue
is reduced by its first element, a new future f ′ for the result of this request
is created and added to the result list of the parent component, and the
request – with the new future – is queued into the respective subcomponent.
CompositeCall Whereas the first rule Hierarchy just explained how a sub-
component reduction is integrated into a composite context, this rule ex-
plains how the actual call is processed in the internal state using the param-
eterized reduction. If a component’s state contains as first request f, v to a
client interface i1 then this request is passed with a newly created future f ′
to higher levels while the futures [f, f ′] are added to the result list to keep
track of the request.
define findresults
f = f ′ f = f ′
NewService {s} p f ′
ss0
ss1
ReceiveResult f f ′
sc1
sc2
sc2 s
s
1
Fig. 11. Example of a Reduction (Hierarchy not mentioned)
5.1 Synchronisation and stop
Fractal component lifecycle proposes a stop action, and a stopped state. Existing
frameworks for Fractal and GCM sometimes consider recursively stopping a
component assembly. However, safely stopping asynchronous components cannot
be addressed by stopping procedures proposed so far.
The paper [29] proposes an algorithm for stopping a GCM component system.
This algorithm recursively stops a component together with all its subcompo-
nents, and reaches a safe state where the component is idle and has no request
to serve. This algorithm defines as master component the component that re-
ceives initially a stop request. The algorithm is split into two phases. In the first
phase the master component marks all the requests it sends. This phase lasts
until all the requests, for which the master awaits the results, are marked. In the
second phase the master component blocks all the requests it receives (except
the marked ones) and the inner components continue processing their requests.
When all the components are idle, and all inner components have empty re-
quest queues, the components are stopped. Let us only focus here on the request
marking mechanism. This mechanism is useful to identify re-entrant requests,
and to avoid deadlocks involving such requests. Roughly, the algorithm relies on
a propagation of marks: each request sent during the service of a marked request
is marked too. The master does not propagate marks to its subcomponents; thus
only requests outside the master component are marked.
The formal component model presented in this paper allows, for example,
the identification of waiting states, of deadlocks, and of re-entrant requests; it
will allow us to reason about such requests, and to prove the correctness of
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the algorithm sketched above. This model also could verify properties on the
algorithm termination and the state of the components when stopped.
5.2 Adaptation and reconfiguration
One of the main purposes of stopping a component system is to be able to recon-
figure it in order to adapt it to a different execution context, or to provide new
functionalities. Indeed, for safely reconfiguring a component system, a compo-
nent assembly must be in a state where components are stopped, and considered
as easily reconfigurable.
In Fractal and GCM, adaptation is performed by dynamic reconfiguration.
For adaptivity purposes, the GCM extends the reconfiguration capabilities of
Fractal to the non-functional aspects: the control part of a component can be
reconfigured dynamically. Moreover, the GCM specifies interfaces for the auto-
nomic management and adaptation of components. Autonomicity is the ability
for a component to adapt to situations without relying on the outside. By de-
fault, support for some autonomicity concerns are implemented by GCM com-
ponents with precise non-functional interfaces, but the model being extensible,
autonomic behaviour can easily be improved, adapted, and extended.
The formal model presented above enables reasoning on the interplay between
the component configuration and the communications. To our mind, it is a crucial
tool to prove correctness of autonomic adaptation procedures. Also, in order to
ease the development of adaptation procedures, we are developing a scripting
reconfiguration language that can be interpreted in a distributed manner, and
that can synchronise with communication events or component state.
6 Conclusions
In this paper we presented a model for asynchronous components. Compared
to existing component models and language specifications, our work is focused
on the interaction between the programming model and the component model.
More precisely, we defined the structure of our component model: it relies on the
notion of interfaces, separation of non-functional and functional aspects, hierar-
chy, and bindings transmitting communications. Then, we presented a coherent
model for allowing components to communicate asynchronously through a re-
quest/reply mechanism, but also through the use of futures. The semantics of
our model is flexible enough to allow for multiple implementations and design
choices, like multi-threaded versus mono-threaded components, choice of a fu-
ture update strategy, choice of one of several local programming models, etc. On
the contrary the interplay between hierarchy, asynchrony, and communication is
quite precisely defined.
The definition of the component model’s semantics is precise enough for a
formal specification of this semantics to be written, for example in a theorem
prover like Isabelle/HOL. We expect this formal specification to allow us to prove
properties on component systems, management protocols for those components,
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or design choices of the different implementations of the model. Such a frame-
work will provide a consequent step toward safe compositions of components,
design of verification frameworks for asynchronous components, and safety of
their management procedures.
On the other hand, we have taken care that the component model stays suffi-
ciently abstract to be refined to different execution models. Since our component
model abstracts from a concrete execution model it can be instantiated to oth-
ers. One suitable execution model could be ASP, but also Creol is a candidate
that could thereby be extended by hierarchical components. Even in the context
of SOA, our model could enable SCA to be extended with a precise semantics
for asynchronous communications.
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